
WOOD FENCE

color: varies

45 degree slats: 4 x 4 cm

vertical posts: 8 x 8 cm

all surfaces except plantbeds

THYME

height: 30 to 50 cm

growth: vertically and low lying

fl owering period: June through September

RED ON RED

This garden borrows its idea from Josef Albers’ Interaction of Colour and 

serves as framework to experience perception and sensation. Though formal 

in its organization, the garden is ultimately not driven by geometry or style. 

Rather the garden serves as an open invitation to wander and perceive a 

space in aimless attentiveness, where both the plants and the surrounding 

play against and unfolding cloud of colour. Bands of thyme arrange 

themselves against an open array of coloured fences. These planes read as 

both opaque and transparent, creating rooms in concert with the herbs and 

the park, simultaneously creating and dissolving new fi elds of interaction.

When I paint

I think and see

fi rst and most – color

but color as motion

Color not only accompanying

form of lateral extension

and after being moved

remaining arrested

But of perpetual inner movement

as aggression – to and from the spectator

besides interaction an interdependence

with shape and hue and light

Color in a direct and frontal focus

and when closely felt

as a breathing and pulsating

– from within

Josef Albers

Measuring 10m x 20m, the garden is surrounded by an open perimeter. 

Entrances are located in the east and west ends. Seven interior walls organize 

the garden into eight equal bands, each measuring 2.5m x 10m. Breaks in the 

fences quietly mark out larger spaces and allow for numerous pathways 

through. The diagonal slats that characterize the open walls in the garden 

alternate at each layer. The result is a series of spaces of intensifying colour 

and opacity at eye level. Recalling the common wooden lattice, these 

diagonals form a graphic element in the garden. The artifi cial tectonic 

expression and the perceptional dimensions of colour were selected on the 

basis of contrast, interested in interaction, participation, and exchange.

GRANITE

color: grey white

size: 2 to 4 mm

all ground surfaces except plantbeds

WOOD FENCE

color: varies

45 degree slats: 4 x 4 cm

vertical posts: 8 x 8 cm



RED ON RED


